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Hido (Hidden) torrent site is a new name in best working and active torrent sites in 2022, 2021, or earlier. Hidos popularity grows fast and has more than 14 million torrents at this time of writing. According to website analysis
tool, most of which are related to PC games and add-ons. So you are suggested to take time to see if its stable and good to use. DramaFever is a totally new name in best working and active torrent sites in 2022, 2021, or

earlier. But with more than 20,000+ torrents that include drama, kids, and action clips, you can easily find your favorite torrents in its different categories. 365movies is a new name in best working and active torrent sites in
2022, 2021, or earlier. The opening screen of this site is quite simple, and you can easily browse movies in great contents. According to website analysis tool, over 90-million searches have been made on this torrent site since

its launch. Peerflix is a totally new name in best working and active torrent sites in 2022, 2021, or earlier. Its user-friendly interface will direct you to the category and sub-categories (e.g drama, comedy, and drama) of
movies or TV series. A category panel of Peerflix will also help you filter and search the desired torrent content as well as download it. MediaFire is one of the most popular file sharing and storage websites in the world. Its URL

is a combination of the words media and fire, which takes advantage of the free cloud storage space. A torrent site in this website, it is also designed to connect online users for free file transferring and sharing. The main
category of this site is downloading, streaming, and uploading. At this moment of writing, MediaFire has 11 million torrents, and almost 9.
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TorrentPirate is another
one good resource to
download torrent files.

It not only offers torrent
search engine and

torrent site, but also a
torrent-downloading
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program to get the
torrent in the fastest

speed. And it also has a
nice design and

navigability for the
search. In addition, it

has a Android
application for PC users

to control and
download torrents
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conveniently.
MirrorMagic is a

complete torrenting
website for Russian-
speaking users. The
impressive search

engine on the site has
detailed categories in a
plethora of categories.
In addition, users can
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search torrent files
from varied platforms,
including Android, iOS,

Windows, and Mac.
These categories

include top movies, TV
shows, games, and
more. Unlike other

sites, users can even
search for absolutely
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free torrents, thus
getting something you
can add to your list to

download quickly.
BitTorrent is a very
competent torrent

search engine. Offered
by BitTorrent, Inc., it
not only has almost

everything that most
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torrent websites
provide, it also has a
big and good torrent

catalog. In addition, the
site is loaded well to
the fastest speed.

TorrentarTV is a free
live streaming platform

that has a simple
design, clean and fast
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interfaces. With 13+
categories to explore,
including movies, TV

series, TV shows, apps,
games, music, kindle
books, comics, action,
books and so on, you
can easily find your

favored streaming. By
the way, you can call
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this and similar sites
live streaming sites to
clarify its true nature.
Guarduono is a newly
launched torrent site
that has a simple yet

elegant layout. Its main
menu consists of

various categories,
while others can be
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sorted by genres (e.g.
fun, games, moods,

and fashion) or
categories (e.g.

dramas,
documentaries, and
horror). You can also

choose a specific movie
or TV show via its much-

loved home page.
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